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well chosen, but they are too few in number; though the data may 
serve to eliminate all but one of the species compared, they are 
insufficient to identify that one, with any degree of confidence, in 
modern definitions of species, varieties, etc., or in view of possible 
intrusions of outside species. The book was compiled mainly from 
literature; the illustrations drawn from Moreau and -Blanchard are 
tolerably good, but the few drawn from nature painfully indicate the 
author's lack of familiarity with his subject. Some of these figures 
are mere caricatures: for examples, the codfish, Gadiis mori-/iiua, 
Scolberesox shrug-s, -Be/one vzulgaris, among others, or the figure of 
SLz'bax 71/ger, which resembles no known shark. Various figures of 
dentition show nothing of the basal portions of the teeth. Borrowed 
illustrations are credited in this way: " Spinax ,ii> er (E. Moreau)"; this 
would mean to naturalists generally that E. Moreau was the authority 
for the specific name, niger. Not all of the species are included. 

Notes. -C. M. Fiirst (Aiiat. Anizeigel XVIII, 190-2 03) has inves- 
tigated the finer structure of the hair cells in the ear of the salmon. 
Each hair cell carries a brush of hairs projecting beyond the limits 
of the cell. The enlarged bases of these hairs give rise to a disk- 
shaped body just within the cell wall. From this disk a cone-shaped 
mass extends into the interior of the cell. From the staining qual- 
ities of these parts the author concludes that the brush of hairs 
represents cilia whose basal bodies have united to form the disk- 
shaped mass, and whose cone organ is represented by the cone-shaped 
body. In other words, sensory hair cells have the morphological 
peculiarities of ciliated cells. 

The richness of the entomological collections of the Oxford Uni- 
versity Museum is well illustrated by Swinhoe's recent volume.' 
Two thousand three hundred species are listed; the Noctuina, 
Geometrina, and Pyralidina by Swinhoe, the Pterophorid.le and 
Tineina by Walsingham and Durrant. Many new genera and 
species are described, and the synonymy and bibliography are given 
izs extenso. In method of citation and typographically the pages con- 
tributed by Walsingham and Durrant differ from those of Swinhoe; 
?Egeriadm, Gelechiadm, are contrary to the best usage. The work is 
published in the handsome form characteristic of the Clarendon Press. 
The eight beautiful plates figure, chiefly, species imperfectly described 
by Walker. 

1 Catalogue of Easteir-i and Australian Lejidoltera. Hete rocen-, Pt. II. Oxford, 
i900. viii, 632 pp., 8 plates. 
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In the Pr-oceedings of the Manchester Institlte of Arts and Scieniccs, 
Vol. I, 1899 (i900), Mr. E. J. Burnham gives an annotated list of 
twenty-eight species of Anisoptera taken in the vicinity of Manchester, 
N. H. To the same publication, and also from the vicinity of Man- 
chester, Miss Susy C. Fogg contributes a list of thirty-five Orthoptera. 

In Mozvitates Zoologice, Vol. VII, No. 2, August, i900, Warren 
describes more than two hundred and forty new species of Dre- 
panulidlce, Thyridido, Epiplemido, and GeometridT- from South and 
Central America. More than three-fifths of these new species are 
described from uniques, and of the others only a few are represented 
by adequate series. 

K. W. Verhoeff (Zool. A4izeigel-, Bd. XIII, p. 465) reports that 
railroad traffic in the neighborhood of Sennheim in Alsace has been 
seriously interfered with by a swarm of myriapods (Sc/bzoypZhylluml salu- 
los//rn) crossing the tracks in a wooded district. The crushed bodies 
of the animals rendered the rails so slippery as to impede seriously 
the progress of the trains. The animals were sexually mature males 
and females, and their migration was caused, the author believes, by 
over-population, whereby egg-laying was made unfavorable. 

A. Dendy (Zoo?. 4nzeiges-, Bcl. XXIII, p. 509) points out that the 
females of three of the Australian species of Peripatus are provided 
with well-developed ovipositors, and that two of these species, and 
possibly the third, lay eggs, a habit unknown in the other species of 
Onychophora. This justifies, in the author's opinion, the erection 
of a separate genus for the reception of these three species, and for 
which the name Obperipatus is proposed. 

Professor Keibel's Normal Tables for the Development of the 
Vertebrates, of which the first part, published some three years ago, 
dealt with the pig, have been extended in the recently published sec- 
ond part to the chick (Normentafel zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des 
Huhnes, von Prof. Dr. F. Keibel und K. Abraham. i900). 

The third part of Oppel's Lehrbuch der vergleichenden mikrosco- 
pischen Anatomie der Wirbeltiere has just made its appearance and 
contains an account of the mouth cavity, liver, and pancreas. In 
size and number of illustrations this part is somewhat larger than 
the combined first and second parts, which together deal with the 
esophagus, stomach, and intestine. 

No. 5 of Vol. IV of the Americani Journial of Physiology contains 
the following papers: " On the Physiological Action of the Poisonous 
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Secretion of the Gila Monster (Ielodermna sitspec/um)," by J. Van 
Denburgh and 0. B. Wight; "A Study of the Effects of Complete 
Removal of the Mammary Glands in Relationship to Lactose Forma- 
tion," by B. Moore and W. H. Parker; and " Brief Contributions to 
Physiological Chemistry," communicated by L. B. Mendel. 

BOTANY. 

Briefer Courses in Botany. -In the making of text-books two 
more or less conflicting tendencies come to the surface -that to 
reasonable completeness and symmetry of treatment, and that to due 
brevity. Nearly every general text-book of the past decade or more, 
if it has met with favor, has appeared shortly in an abridged form. 
The latest of these abbreviated books are Atkinson's Lessonis,1 Barnes's 
Ofidbines,2 and Coulter's Plaid Stuedies,;3 and each represents virtually 
a one-term text-book based on the earlier full-year books by the same 
authors. In the main, the characteristics of the latter pertain to 
them in their shorter form. Each author approaches his subject 
from his own point of view, and what has been said in earlier num- 
bers of the NVatuiraclist about the fuller books need not be repeated 
here for the abbreviated editions. A pamphlet of suggestions to 
teachers, by Dr. Caldwell, accompanies Part II of the fuller edition 
of Coulter, - Plaut Strutdures,- and, while it is not above criticism, 
is likely to assist even the trained teacher in many small ways. T. 

Nicholson's Dictionary of Gardening.4 - Simultaneously with the 
appearance of Professor Bailey's Cyclopeedia of American Horticultulre, 
of which two volumes have already been noticed in the Nvtucraalist, 
comes a supplement to its great predecessor, Nicholson's Dictionary, 
which a competent authority characterized in its day as the best refer- 
ence book within reach of the gardener and fruit-grower, and a model 

1 Atkinson, G. F. Lessons in Botany. New York, Henry Holt & Co., 1900. 
2 Barnes, C. R. Ontlines of Plant Life, wi/k Spsecial Reference to Form and 

unction. New York, Henry Holt & Co., i900. 
3 Coulter, J. M. Plant Studies. An Elementary Botany. New York, 

D. Appleton & Co., i900. 

4 Nicholson, G. The " i900 " Supplement to the Dictionary of Gardening, a 
practical and scientific encyclopedia of horticulture for gardeners and botanists. 
Hyde Park, Mass., Geo. T, King, i900. A to F. 4t0, pp. viii + 376, ff., 385, with 
several colored plates. Price $5.oo. 
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